
Inspiring creativity in classrooms and 
makerspaces, the JIMU Robot kits 
invite students to build, code, and 
play while exploring robotics 
and integrated STEM learning.

Five JIMU Robot options in the JIMU Robot Maker Kit contain everything 
educators need to excite the creators in their classroom or makerspace.

• Each kit includes one or more pre-designed models, or design your own
• No tools required¬–JIMU app provides 3-D, 360-degree building 
 instructions for each robot
• Block-based programming to activate or create custom actions
• Maker Kit Spark Starters offer suggestions for integrating STEM-focused, 
 student-led activities

ASTROBOT SERIES: COSMOS KIT

ACTIVATE THE LED EYE, 
BLUETOOTH SPEAKER SENSORS 
AND GO EXPLORING

MYTHICAL SERIES: FIREBOT KIT

PROGRAM THE TOUCH SENSOR, LED
LIGHT AND SMOOTH-ACTION SERVOS

MYTHICAL SERIES: UNICORNBOT KIT

ACTIVATE THE COLOR SENSOR TO
TRIGGER THE PROGRAMMABLE
LED HORN

COMPETITIVE SERIES: CHAMPBOT KIT

PROGRAM THE SERVOS AND MOTORS 
TO SHOOT AND SCORE POINTS 
WITH PRECISION

BUILDERBOT SERIES: OVERDRIVE KIT

USE THE ULTRASONIC SENSOR 
TO DETECT OBJECTS AND 
AVOID OBSTACLES



APP-BASED PROGRAMMING IS FUN 
AND ACCESSIBLE

The free JIMU app makes it easy to build, program, and play 
with every JIMU Robot kit creation. 

• Dynamic 3-D, 360-degree modeling system 
• Block-based, drag-and-drop programming, 
 and Pose-Record-Play tool
• Program movements from any Bluetooth-enabled device

OUR TECH IS FOR REAL

Students learn the elements of engineering and coding, 
while training their robots to navigate obstacles, pick-up 
objects, control light and sound effects, and more.

• Durable kit elements ensure long-lasting usability
• Smooth-action servo motors enable precise 
 movements and actions
• Founded on UBTECH’s robotics and AI industry 
 experience and research-base

SPARK STUDENT-LED EXPLORATION

Made for informal learning spaces, and timed to fit 
within single sessions, the Maker Kit Spark Starters 
include 20 activity prompts that address 
STEM-forward themes inspiring students to 
collaborate, communicate, and create with robots.

EXTENDABLE KITS INSPIRE 
ENDLESS BUILDS

JIMU Robot parts and pieces are compatible with the full line 
of UKITs. Add more servos, sensors, and parts, to create 
more challenging projects and engage students’ creativity 
and critical-thinking skills.

About UBTECH Education

UBTECH Education is a division of UBTECH Robotics– 

a global leader in intelligent humanoid robotics for 

consumers, business, and industry– and we’re 

passionate about preparing all learners for the future 

of work. Our solutions establish the strong foundation 

students need to thrive: a high-quality STEM education 

integrated with the development of 21st century skills 

and computational literacy.

HOME SCREEN

BLOCK-BASED CODING

BUILD OVERVIEW

CHECK OUT OUR APP ON THE APP STORE!

Runs on iOS or Android-based devices. Please contact your 
sales representative for details on our minimum technology 
requirements.

WHY JIMU ROBOT KITS?


